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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE DATA OF SEVERAL TAIL-PIPE-

CASCADE-TYPE MODEL THRUST,REVERSERS

By James G. Henzel, Jr., and Jack G. McArdle

The reverse-thrust performance of several tail-pipe-cascade-t~e
model thrust reversers was obtained over a range of exhaust-nozzle pres-
sure ratios from about 1:2 to 2.4. Both symmetrical and asymmetrical
cascade blade shapes were investigated.

A thrust-reverser configuration with a symmetrical cascade-blade
shape had a maximum reverse-thrust ratio of 76 percent of full forward
thrust. This reverser also had good thrust-modulation characteristics.
Thrust in any amount from 1CK3percent forward to 76 percent reverse
could be obtained. In addition, the aerodynamic forces on the reverser
were such that in the event of failure of an actuating linkage normal
full.forward thrust would be restored.

One thrust-reverser configuration with an asymmetrical cascade-
blade shape and a centerbody had a reverse-thrust ratio of 88 percent
of full forward thrust. A similar configuration,but without a center-
body, had a maximun reverse-thrust ratio of about 90 percent of full
forward thrust.

INTRODUCTION

A research program is being conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory
to determine design criteria for thrust reversers. Thrust reversers may
be desirable for controlling jet-aircraft dive velocities and to reduce
jet-aircraft ground roll. Various target, ring, and cascade-type thrust
reversers are being investigated. These reversers may be located either
upstream or downstream of the jet-engine exhaust nozzle. References 1
and 2 reported the performance of several clsm-shell and target-type
thrust reversers.
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This report presents preliminary data on the performance of several
cascade-t~e thrust reversers located upstream of the exhaust nozzle.
Such reversers are herein referred to as the tail-pipe-cascade type.

A total of 3.5different tail-pipe-cascade configurations were in-
vestigated. These included two different blade shapes, several cascade
length-to-span ratios, and various innerbody lengths. Basic reverse-
tbrust ratio, air-flow characteristics,and reverse-thrust ratio are plot-
ted against exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio’for all 15ccmfigurations at
full reversal. For some of the configurations,modulation performance
and surveys of total pressure and flow angle were obtafn-edat the cas-
cade discharge.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Equipment and Instrumentation

The mechanism used to measure thrust in both positive and negative-
directions is shown in figure 1. The axial thrust forces along the pipe
were read directly from a null-type pressure-measuring cell.

‘Theinstrumentationfor the various thrust reversers is shown in
figure 2. Air flow was measured by a standard ASME sharp-edged orifice.
Both stationary and traversing probes were used to survey the reversers.

Reversers

The various tail-pipe-cascade-type thrust-reverser. configurations
are shown in figures 2 to 4 and are tabulated in table I. Both symmet-
rical and asymmetrical cascade-blade shapes were investigated. The sym-
metrical blade configurations (1 to 5) are shown in figure 2. These
blades have equal entrance and exit angles and, as a result, have equal
entrance and exit effective flow areas. Both thin, single curvature and
thick, double curvature blades were investigated. In addition, both
four- and six-bladed cascades were investigated. Reverser configura-
tions 1 to 5 had a scheduled tail-pipe blockage. AS the cascade ws

actuated, “duckbills” (shown in figs. 2(a), (b), and (d)) gradually
blocked off the tail pipe and forced the gas through the cascade. In
the fully actuated position, modeling clay was used to seal off the air
leakage around the duckbill.s. For some of these configurations, thrust-
modulation data were obtained.

The asymmetrical blade configurations (6 to 15) are shown in fig-
ures 3 and 4. Entrance and exit angles of these blades were not equal
aqd, as a result, entrance and exit effective flow areas were not equal.
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The reverse thrust and air-flow characteristics of all reversers
with 100-percent tail-pipe blockage were first determined over a range
of exhaust-nozzle pressure ratios. Surveys of total pressure and flow
angle were made at the discharge of typical symmetrical and asymmetrical
bladed reversers. The typical symmetrical bladed reverser was evaluated
at various duckbill angles between the fully retracted and fully ac-
tuated positions to determine the thrust-modulation characteristics.
For the asymmetrical configurations, cascade length-to-span ratios, in-
nerbody length, and external-fairing length were all systematically
varied in the investigation.

The synibolsand the definitions used in this report are defined in
the appendix.

RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance of Tail-Pipe-Cascade-TypeModel Thrust Reversers

Having Symmetrically Shaped Cascade Blades

The maximum reverse-thrust ratio of a full-scale aircraft reverser
occurs when the effective area of the reverser is equal to the effective
area of the exhaust nozzle, inasmuch as maximum limiting tail-pipe tem-
perature and pressure prevail at these conditions. These two areas were
not equal in all the model-reverser tests. Total model-reverser air
flow therefore detiated from that obtained with the model exhaust nozzle
alone. In order to correct the basic reverse-thrust ratio of the model
so as to determine the thrust reversal obtainable with a properly sized
full-scale reverser, basic reverse-thrust ratio of the model was divided
by model total air flow. This adjusted value is presented in the fig-
ures as reverse-thrust ratio.

Thin, single-curvature blades. - The air-flow and reverse-thrust
characteristics of the thin, single-curvatureblades having cascade
solidifies of 1.11 and 1.55 (configurations1 and 2) are presented in
figure 5. (Cascade solidity is defined in the appendix along with other
terms.) At a pressure ratio of 2.0, the higher-solidity reverser had a
reverse-thrust ratio of about 74 percent as compared with about 64 per-
cent for the lower-solidity reverser.

Total-pressure surveys just inside the discharge of the higher-
solidity cascade (configuration 2) are shown in figure 6. In general,
the total pressure recovered is essentially the same for all.but the
first two blades in the cascade.b

Thick, double-curvature blades. - The reverse-thrust-ratio character-
W istfcs of the thick, double-curvature blades also having cascade solid-

ifies of 1.55 and 1.11 (configurations 3 and 4) are presented in figure 7.
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At a pressure ratio of 2.0, the higher-solidity reverser had a reverse-
thrust ratio of about 80 percent as compared ~ith about 70 percent for ‘“ _ ‘__ ..u
the lower-solldityreverser.

$=
— .-

The performance of the 1.55-solidity reyerser (configuration4)
during modulation was also determined. The modulation_was achieved by
means of a mechanical linkage that gradually-openedthe cascade and si~
mul.taneouslyblocked the tail pipe. Basic rgverse-thr~st ratio, air-
flow ratio, and reverse-thrust ratio for configuration_4are presented
in figures 8 to 10. Note that the air-flow ratio duririgmodulation was
greater than 100 percent but that the reverse-thrust ra%io could be
varied from -100 (full forward thrust) to 80~>ercent. ‘_

.—

—
—

—
-.<

A flow instability was present, however, during the modulation
tests. When the duckbills were partly actuated, air, in addition to
that passing through the cascade and the exhaust nozzle, was emitted
through holes on each side of the reverser ;S shown by%e arrows oh the”
diagram of figure 10. Because of flow separation off tie of the’duck-

.

bills between angles of X5° and 30°, more ai.g:was ftirce%”through-the ““ P“

holes on one side of the reverser than on the-other. “= -.

Total-pressure and flow-angle surveys taken at the discharge of con-
%

figuration 4 are shown in figures D to 13. _#lgainit @ be seen that,:
——

in general, the blades at the rear of the cas-cadeare the most effectitie “’-” _~”~
in providing reverse thrust and that the total pressur= recovered is
essentially the sane for all but the first two blades.

—
— —— ..=

Configuration 4 was also tested to determine its characteristics .—

under a simulated power failure. When the duckbills were held in the
—

fully actuated position and then released, th’eaerodyniinicforces were
.—

such that the duckbills fully retracted and restored fu~.lf.orward-”thrus~”- ‘- ‘–-~

I@ch number and flow-angle surveys obtained at two positions per- -:, ._~
pendicular to thrust-reverser configuration ~are presented in figures —

14 and 15 for exhaust-nozzlepressure ratios.of 1.8 and 2.0.
.-.———

It canbe ‘“ ‘:
seen that, in general, the flow veered away ~rcm the reverser at an -
angle of about 23° with respect to the revers~r axis. —— .- ..— -

In order to eliminate the undesirable side forces”resulting from
the unsymmetrical air discharge during modulation of configuration 4,
the holes downstream of the cascade were blocked off with a ring (see
fig. 2(e)). In addition, modeling clay was inserted around the outside
edges of the first three blades to more nearly match the shape of the
cascade to the shape of the duckbill and thus-more near-lysimulate the””
geometry of a typical full-scale production ~everser. The modulation
performance of this configuration (configuration5) is~resented in fig-
ures 16 to 18. Comparing reverser-performancefigures~6 to 18 with- -
figures 8 to 10 shows that the basic reverse-thrust ratio at 100-percent

.

●

----
.—
u

--
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0.
blockage was reduced about 4
and the reverse-thrust ratio

a Maximum reverse-thrust ratio
pressure ratio of 2.0.

5’

percent, the air-flow ratio about 1 percent,
about 4 percent as a result of the blockage.
for configuration 5 was76 percent at a

Performance of Tail-Pipe-Cascade-TypeModel Thrust Reversers

Having Asymmetrically Shaped Cascade Blades

With innerbody. - Air-flow and reverse-thrust characteristics ob-
tained with an 18.O-inch long centerbody (configurations 6 to 10) are
presented in figure 19. For all five configurations, air-flow ratio was
less than 100 percent. At an exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio of 2.0, the
maximum reverse-thrust ratio was 85 percent.

A fairing parallel to the reverser axis was installed on the out-
side of configuration 8 (configuration 9) to more nearly simulate an

* actual aircraft installation. Comparing configurations 8 and 9 shows
that the reverse-thrust ratio increased by about 2 percent because of
the presence of the fairing.

P
Also, a cone (see fig. 3(c)) was installed

at the end of the innerbody (configuration 10) to determine its effect
on reversal performance. Comparing configurations 9 and 10 shows that,
at a pressure ratio of 2.0, the reverse-thrust ratio increased by about
2 percent because of the cone.

Total-pressure and flow-angle surveys obtained at the discharge of
configuration 8 at various positions parallel to the reverser axis are
presented in figures 20 and 21. Again, in general, it can be seen that
the blades at the rear of the cascade are the most effective in creating
reversed thrust.

Mach number and flow-angle surveys obtained at two positions per-
pendicular to the reverser axis of configuration 8 are presented in fig-
ures 22 and 23. These surveys indicate that the reversed air veered
away from the reverser at an angle of about 18° with respect to the
reverser axis.

Without innerbody. - The air-flow and reverse-thrust characteristics
of thrust-reverser configurations U, 12, and 13 tithout an innerbody
are presented in figure 24. These configurations also had air-flow ratios
less than 100 percent. Comparing figure 24 with figure 19 shows that at
an exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio of 2.0, maximum reverse-thrust ratio
increased from 85 to 89 percent as a result of remoting the centerbody.
This difference is probably due to changes in the.
conditions. .

casc;de-inlet flow -

.
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Various innerbody lengths. - The air-flow and reverse-thrust char-

acteristics of thrust-reverser configurations 14 and_15 with various
innerbody lengths are presented in figure 25. It can-be seen that, in

general, the presence of the centerbody lowered the reverse-thrust ratio.
For example, at a pressure ratio of 2.0 and a length-to-span ratio of
2.95, the presence of the innerbody Lowered the reverse-thrust ratio
from 89 to 86 percent.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The reverse-thrust performance of several tail-p~pe-cascade-type
thrust reversers was obtained over a range of exhaust-nozzlepressure
ratios from about 1.2 to 2.4. Both symmetrical and asymmetrical cascade
blade shapes were investigated.

A thrust-reverser configurationwith a thin, symmetrical caBcade-
blade shape had a maximum reverse-thrust ratio of 74 percent.

A thrust-reverser configuration with a thick, symmetrical, cascade-
blade shape had a maximum reverse-thrust ratio of 76 percent of full
forward thrust. In addition, the aerodynamic forces were such that
in the event of failure of an actuating linkage, normal full forward
thrust would be restored. This thrust reverser also had good thrust
modulation characteristics. Thrust could be obtained in any amount
from 100 percent forward to 76 percent reverse.

A thrust-reverser configuration having an asymmetrical cascade-blade
shape, with a centerbody, had a maximum reverse-thrust__ratioof about 88
percent of full forward thrust. A similar configuration,but without a
centerbody, had a maximumreverse-thrust ratio of about 90 percent of
full forward thrust.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, June 28, 1955

.. ..—

●

.
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APFENDIX - SYMBOIS

The following symbols are used in this reportt

jet thrust

exhaust-nozzle total pressure

smbient pressure in test cell

air flow

ratio of absolute total pressure at nozzle inlet to absolute
pressure at NMA standard sea-level conditims

ratio of absolute total temperature at nozzle inlet to absolute
temperature at NACA standard sea-leti conditions

duckbi.11 half-angle, deg

The following

Definitio&

definitions are used in this report:

Air-flow ratio is
corrected air flow (total test-rig air flow)

corrected air flow passed by exhaust nozzle alone’
(reverser retract;d) at .&e exhaust-nozzle

pressure ratio

Cascade eol.ldity,or solidity is
maximum cascade blade chord length

cascade blade S~C ~

Length-to-span ratio fi ‘m ‘- lem
M.sxlmulncased.e sp.mh’ k

Wm, ~ercent

(%dv)f

Easlc reverse-thrust ratio is remltant reverse corrected Jet thrust

‘%?forward corrected jet tbmmt of exhaust nozzle alone, Fj 6 f
, percent

(reverser retracted) at same exhaust-nozzle
pressure ratio

basic reverse-tbmst ratio
(FJ/6)/(Fj/b)f

Reverse thruet ratio is
air-flow ratio

, percent

‘ (waJ6/8)r/(va4/a)f

Exhaust-nozzle total”pressureis the total pressure measured at the
entrance to the cascade. Full reversal is obtained with the tail pipe
completely blocked downstream of the cascade.
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TAME 1. - TAHJ-PIPR CASCADS ~ CONFIGURATIONS

.

configuration Number of Cascade Tgpes of blade Lan@h-to - Lsn@h o?? Cone on External Remdca
blades solidity Bpan ratio Innerbody innerbody falrz

1 4 1.11 Smtriti, 1.00 No tier- No No ,Caacade
thin, smle body curved to
curvature . fit pipe

2 6 1.55 Sylm!letrlcal, 1.00 No lmer- No No Cascade
thin, single body curved to
ourvature fit pipe

3 4 1.11 SymmatrLcal, 1.00 No h?ner- No No Caacade
thick, double body curved to
curvature fit pipe

4 6 1.55 symmetrical, 1.00 No lnmar- No NO Cascade
thick, double body curved to
ourvature fit pipe

5 6 1.55 Sy!lmletrloal,1.00 No ironer- No No cascade
thick, double body curved to
curvature fit pipe plus

external
blookage

6 14 1.825 Asymmetrical, 2.95 18.CO No No Flat caaoade
ttdm, awe
mrvature

7 10 1.625 Aagmmetrical, 1.27 18.00 No No Flat oaemde
thin, dmgle
mrvature

s 7 1.625 Aayumletrlcal, 2.14 lS.(XI No No Casoade
tti, eingle Curved to
curvature fit pipe

9 7 1.625 Aay!nmatricel, 2.14 18.00 No Ye.e Casoade
thin, single curved to
omvature fit pipe

10 7 1.625 Asymmetrical, 2.14 19.75 Yea Yea Cascade
thin, e~le
curvature

curved to
fit pipe

11 14 1.625 Aaymnetrical, 2.95 No inner- No No Flat caecade
thin, sfngle body
ourvature

12 10 1.625 Aaymm-etrical, 1.27 No inner- No No Flat caaaade
thin, eingle body
curvature

13 7 1.625 Aeymmetrlcal, 0.56 No inner- NO . YeB Caaoade
thin, alngle body aurved to
ourvature fit pipe

14(a) 14 1.625 Aeymmatricel, 2.95 No Inner- NO No Flat caecacie
thin, etigle body
curvature

14(b) 14 1.625 A.mmetrieel, 2.95 18.CK1 NO No Flat camade
thin, .91ngle
curvature

15(a) 10 1.625 Aaymetrlcal, 1.27 No lnner- No No Flat oaecade .
thin, Bingle body
ourvature

15(b) 10 1.625 Aeymmehlcal, 1.27 10.15 NO No Flat caaoade
thin, single
mrva ture

M(o) 10 1.625 Aaymmetrioal, 1.27 11.90 NO No Flat caeoade
thin, eingle
ourvature

15(d) 10 1.625 Aaymmetrioal, 1.27 13.15 NO No
thin, eingle

Flat oaeoade

mmvature

15(e) 10 1.625 A.iymmetrloal, 1.27 16.00 No No Flat oaecade
tb@ eingle
curvature
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Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of setupfor thrggt-reversalInvestigation.
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Figure 6. - Total-pressuresurveys at the discharge of tatl-pipe-cascade-
type thrust reverser. Cascade solidity, 1.55; symmetrical,single-
curvatureblades; full reversal.
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Figure 7. - Air-flowand thrust-reversalcharacteristicsof two
tail-pipe-cascade-typethrustreversersover range of exhaust-
nozzlepressureratios;full reversal;symmetrical,double-
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Figure 8. - Thrust-reversalcharacteristicsof tail-pipe-cascade-typethrust
reverser at various duckbill half-anglea over E range of exhaust-nozzle
pressure ratios. Cascade solldlty, 1.55; symmetrical,double-curvature
blades.
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Figure 9. - Air-flow-ratiocharacteriatlcaof tall-pipe--ca8cade-typethrust
rsverser at various duckbill half-anglesover a range of exhaust-nozzle
premure ratios. Cascadeaolidityj 1.5.5;syunzetrical~double-cumatura
blades.
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Figure 10. - Reverse-thrust ratio characteristics of tail-pipe-cascade type

thrust reverser at various duckbill haU’-angles over a range of exhaust-

nozzle pressure ratios. Cascade solidity, 1.55j symmetrical, double-
curvature blades.
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type thrust Teverser. Cascade solidity, 1.55j symmetrical, double-
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Fl@re 14. - Mtw5hnumber surveys outside the dlsoharge of te,il-pipe-uaaeade-tne
thrust reverser perpendicular to reverser axis. C.Sscadesolidl~, 1.551 SWUOt-
rlaal blades; full reversal.
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Figure 15. - Flow-angle surveys outsidethe dimharge of tail-pipe-oasoade-tme
thrustreverserperpendloularto revermr exio. Cdmado solidity,1.S5}sya!mt-
rioalbhdoo J full reversal.
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Figure 16.- Thrust-reversalcharacteristicsof tail-pipe-cascade-type
thrust reverser at various duckbill half-angles over range of_exhaust-
nozzle pressure ratios. Cascade solidity, L.55j symmetricalblades;
externalblockage. ..
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Figure 17. - Air-flow-ratio characteristics of tall-pipe-cascade-type
thrust reverser at various duckbill half-angles over range of exhaust-
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nozzle pressure ratios. Ca8cade solidity, 1.5.5~symmetrical ~lades;
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external blockage. —
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Figure I-6.- Reverse-thrustratio characteristicsof tail-pipe-cascade-
type thmist reverser at various duckbill half-anglesover range of
etiaust-nozzlepressure ratios~ Cascade solidity, 1.55; symmetrical
blades; externalblockage.
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Figure 19. - Air-flow and thrust-reversalchara@eristics of several tail-pipe- +-

cascade-typethrust reversersover range of *aust-nOzz@ Pressure ratios>
—

\ length-to-spanratio~, 2.95, 1.27, and 0.61; innerbodylebgth, 18.0 inches;
asymmetricalblades; full reversal.
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Figure 20. - !CotaL-pressure survey at discharge of tail-pi~-cascade-type tbrwt reverser at

variouE po~ltions parallel to reverser axis. Length-to-span ratio, 0.56; innerbo.iy length,

18.0 inches; asynmetricalbldea; full reversal.
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Fi@me 21. - Flov-a@e survey at discharge of tall-pipe-cascade-t~ tbt weraer at various

pos~tiona parallel to reverser axis. Length-to-span mtio, 0.56; innefbody length, 18.0
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FLgure 22. - Mach number surveys outside the discharge of tail-
pipe-cascade-t~e thrust reverserat two positionsperpendicu-
lar to reverser axlB. Asymrnetrlcalblades; full reversal.
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Figure 23. - Flow-angle mrveys outside the discharge of tail-
pipe-cascade-type thrust reverser at two positions perpendicv
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Figure 24. - Air-flow and thimst-reversalcharacteristicsof tail-pipe-cascade-
type thrust reverser over range of exhaust-nozzlepressure ratios, len@h-to-
span ratios, 2.95, 1.27, and ~.S6; no innerbcdyj asymmetrical type bltiingj
full reversal.
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25. - Air-flow and thrust-revemal chlaracteristicti:oftail-pipe-cascade-
thrust reverser over range of exhaust-nozzlepres=-e ratios. Length-to-
ratfos, 2.95 and 1.27; various innerbody lengths; asymmetricalblades; .
reversal.
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